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Abstract

We present a new NMR technique for determining the alignment tensor of a weakly aligned protein using only alignment-in-
duced 15N transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) chemical shift changes. Alignment-induced TROSY chemical
shift changes reflect the combined contributions from two different anisotropic spin interactions including the residual dipolar cou-
plings (RDCs) and the residual chemical shift anisotropy effects (RCSAs). We show here that these two residual anisotropic spin
interactions� values, encoded in the TROSY chemical shift changes, can be used to determine a weakly aligned protein�s alignment
tensor. To prove the significance of this method, we show that our TROSY-based analysis gives the consistent alignment angles with
those determined using RDCs for 15N-labeled ubiquitin (8.6 kDa) in an aligned medium, within an uncertainty range estimated by
considering experimental and structural noises, being 5� at most. Because our approach requires a pre-determined 15N CSA tensor
value, we also estimated the uncertainties associated with the resultant alignment tensor values caused by variation in 15N CSA ten-
sors. In spite of the significant variations in literature-reported 15N CSA tensors, they gave consistent orientation angles within an
uncertainty range. These results ensure that our TROSY-based approach is a useful alternative to the RDC-based method to deter-
mine the alignment angles especially for large proteins in a weakly aligned state.
� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The inclusion of anisotropic spin interactions in mac-
romolecular solution NMR experiments provides useful
techniques for protein structure analysis [1–5]. The
residual dipolar coupling (RDC), associated with a spin
pair of a weakly aligned protein, contains information
about the relative orientation of the pair�s internuclear
vector relative to the molecule�s alignment frame. Use
of the RDCs in structure calculations improves the local
geometry [6] and also provides a unique opportunity for
structure validation [7]. A notable RDC application,
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which gives global structural information by incorporat-
ing all bond vectors into a single alignment axis system,
is the determination of the relative orientation of do-
mains or subunits in a protein [8,9]. For this application,
starting with the X-ray coordinates of a protein, the
RDCs are then used to reorient domains or subunits
and, by doing so, the technique provides a rapid means
of establishing an average solution structure of a multi-
domain or multi-subunit protein. This RDC-based
approach is useful when determining the solution struc-
tures of large proteins composed of domains or sub-
units, and especially when the quantitative elucidation
of a structural change caused by, for example, ligand
binding is sought. However, the presently available
experiments to measure the RDC [10–12], which are
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the relationship among the observables for the
15N–{1H} doublet in a F1-coupled HSQC spectra, observed in the
isotropic and the aligned states. The open and closed circles represent
the anti-TROSY and the TROSY doublet component, respectively.
1JNH is the one-bond scalar coupling between 1H and 15N. Dd15N is the
chemical shift change in a F1-decoupled HSQC spectrum induced by
the orientation of the peptide plane against the magnetic field.
DdTROSY is the orientation-dependent chemical shift change to the
TROSY doublet component. As diagramed, DdTROSY involves incom-
plete cancellation of 15N chemical shift anisotropy and residual dipolar
coupling, 1DNH, one-half of which contributes to the DdTROSY.
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all basically F1-coupled HSQC spectroscopy, should not
be applied to multiple-domain proteins or proteins com-
posed of subunits that have a molecular weight of typi-
cally more than 40 kDa. This molecular weight
limitation is the practical drawback for RDC experi-
ments when attempting to assess the relative orienta-
tions of a protein�s domains or subunits.

For large proteins, the upfield 15N–{1H} doublet
component in an F1-coupled HSQC spectrum is broad-
ened to reduce spectral resolution and its intensity is
concomitantly weakened as a result of interference be-
tween 1H–15N dipolar coupling and 15N chemical shift
anisotropy relaxation mechanism [13]. On the other
hand, the downfield 15N–{1H} doublet component re-
mains sharp and intense even in the spectra of large pro-
teins. This downfield component is the 1H-coupled
analogue, along 1H dimension, to that which is observed
in TROSY experiments, where the narrowest of the four
possible heteronuclear-multiplet components is selected
[14]. Because the RDC is measured by the alignment-in-
duced modulation to 1JNH appearing as difference in fre-
quency between the doublet components in a F1-coupled
HSQC spectrum, the rapid transverse relaxation of the
upfield doublet component severely limits the accuracy
of the RDCs for large proteins.

To remedy this problem, Kontaxis et al. [15] measured
theRDCsusing the difference in the 15N frequency of each
correlation signal found for TROSY and F1-decoupled
HSQC spectra. For an F1-decoupled HSQC spectrum,
the 15N transverse relaxation rate of each correlation sig-
nal is roughly an average of the corresponding doublet�s
rates in the F1-coupled

1H–15N HSQC spectrum; thus
the upfield component�s adverse effect is alleviated for
the F1-decoupled HSQC spectrum. The combined use of
the TROSY and F1-decoupled

1H–15N HSQC spectra
was successfully applied to themeasurement of the RDCs
for proteins over 40 kDa when determining the relative
orientation of protein domains and subunits [8,9]. How-
ever, the more rapid 15N relaxation of the F1-decoupled
HSQC signals, compared with those of the TROSY sig-
nals, will limit the accuracy of the RDCs for proteins of
molecular weight greater than 100 kDa; for such proteins,
only theTROSYexperiment provides a spectrumwith the
necessary resolution and sensitivity.

Two relating 3D TROSY-HNCO-based methods
that scale the position of the upfield 15N–{1H} double
component, with simultaneously alleviating the rapid
transverse relaxation of the component, (J-scaling) are
used to accurately measure the various types of RDCs
for proteins ranging 30–40 kDa [15,16].These methods
are also basically the 1H-coupled HSQC in respect to
measuring the RDC for 1H–15N spin pair. Therefore,
their application to much higher molecular weight pro-
teins will be limited.

Here, we present a new approach for determining a
protein�s alignment angles, which uses only the align-
ment-induced changes of 15N TROSY signals. We show
that changes in the alignment-induced TROSY chemical
shifts give consistent alignment angles compared with
those determined by the RDCs within an uncertainty
range that accounts for experimental uncertainties and
structural noises. This comparison ensures that our
TROSY-based approach is valid when determining the
molecular alignment angles for much larger proteins;
for those cases, only TROSY spectroscopy will be
applicable.
2. Method

The alignment-induced TROSY 15N chemical shift
changes are influenced by two anisotropic interac-
tions—the RDC and the residual 15N chemical shift
anisotropy (RCSA). 15N chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) is the result of anisotropic magnetic shielding
around the backbone amide 15N nucleus; thus, the
RCSA appears as a peptide plane orientation-dependent
change to the 15N chemical shift. Fig. 1 schematically
depicts the apparent alignment-induced 1JNH modula-
tion, which is used to measure the RDC. When
compared with the downfield component, the upfield
15N–{1H} doublet component (the anti-TROSY compo-
nent) has a shorter transverse relaxation time due to
interference between the 15N CSA and the one-bond
1H–15N dipolar interaction [13]. This upfield doublet
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component, shown by an open circle, is difficult to mea-
sure for spectra of large proteins. As shown on the right-
hand side of Fig. 1, the alignment-induced chemical shift
change for the downfield TROSY component, DdTROSY,
involves both the RDC and the RCSA, according to the
following relationship:

DdTROSY ¼ RDC=2þRCSA ð1Þ
When determining the alignment tensor of a protein
using its known structure, the RDC and the RCSA for
each 1H–15N spin pair are readily calculated from the
structure�s coordinates. For each 1H–15N nuclear spin
pair, k, Eq. (1) can be rewritten with Saupe order matrix
elements [17] as

DdTROSYðkÞ ¼
X

i;j¼ x;y;z

Sijf0:5D0
NH cos/j

1 cos/
j
j þ ð2=3Þdjijg;

ð2Þ
where /j

i is the angle of the NH bond vector for the kth
spin pair relative to the ith molecular axis and djij is the
element of the chemical shift tensor for the kth 15N
nucleus expressed in an arbitrary molecular frame
[17,18]. Sij is the Saupe order matrix element that defines
the molecular alignment relative to the magnetic field
[17]. D0

NH is the static dipolar coupling, which equals
23.0 or 21.7 kHz for assumed NH bond lengths of
1.02 or 1.04 Å, respectively. The latter is the vibronically
corrected bond length, and is proposed to be an appro-
priate estimate of the NH bond length for proteins in
solution [19]. When the 15N CSA tensors, each of which
is associated with a djij element in Eq. (2), are known for
all of the 15N nuclei, the Saupe order matrix can be ob-
tained by singular value decomposition (SVD) calcula-
tions [18].

The 15N CSA tensor is sensitive to local spin interac-
tions arising from, for example, conformation, solva-
tion, and/or hydrogen bonding states [20]. Thus, the
value for each residue�s 15N CSA tensor is hard to know
a priori. Therefore, in the present analysis, for a given
calculation of the alignment tensor, we used single 15N
CSA tensor with assuming that the values for all resi-
dues� 15N CSA tensors were the same.
3. Results

We used the spectra of 15N-labeled human ubiquitin,
dissolved in a 7.5% (w/v) DMPC/DHPC/CTAB bicelle-
containing medium with 0.5 mM protein concentration,
to measure RDC and alignment-induced TROSY chem-
ical shift changes.

In previous work, we determined the 15N CSA tensor
value for 15N ubiquitin in solution using the high-resolu-
tion magic angle sample spinning (HR-MAS) [21]. At
first in the present analysis, we used this tensor value
determined for the same sample. Our previously re-
ported 15N CSA tensor values were determined using
the 1.8 Å X-ray structure of ubiquitin [22]. For the pres-
ent analysis, we re-determined the values with the NMR
structure refined by using dipolar couplings [23]. The
updated 15N CSA tensor values are listed in Table 1, re-
sults a and b. The uncertainties for the CSA values were
estimated in the Monte-Carlo manner with considering
imprecision in measuring peak position and structural
noise coming from local NH bond vibration [21,24].
Two NH bond lengths of 1.02 Å (result a) and 1.04 Å
(result b), respectively, were used to determine the
CSA values [21] to consider any effects caused by differ-
ent NH bond lengths in the subsequent analyses.

To obtain the accurate orientation-dependent 15N
TROSY shifts, DdTROSY, we recorded a set of 1H–15N
TROSY spectra measured with and without magic angle
sample spinning (MAS) on a 500 MHz NMR spectrom-
eter equipped with a NanoProbe (Varian) [21,25,26].
The application of the MAS to an ordered bicelle med-
ium eliminates the torque that aligns the bicelles against
the magnetic field [26]. Thus, the anisotropic spin inter-
actions, which include the RDC and the RCSA, are
eliminated while all other experimental conditions are
kept the same [21]. As chemical shift is very sensitive
parameter to sample conditions, the application of the
MAS substantially improved the accuracy of the
DdTROSY.

The calculated principal components and the Euler
angles for the alignment tensor and their associating
uncertainties are listed in Table 1 (results a and b); the
uncertainties were also estimated by the Monte-Carlo
method with both measuring imprecision and structural
noises considered [24]. In the alignment tensor calcula-
tion, the 15N CSA values and their associated uncertain-
ties, estimated in the Monte-Carlo manner, were
considered. The difference in the anisotropy parameter,
Dr, caused by different NH bond lengths mainly affected
the alignment tensor magnitudes, but had little effect on
the orientation angles� values (Table 1, results a and b).
In both cases, the orientation angles are consistent with
those determined by the RDCs from the IPAP-HSQC
experiments within an estimated uncertainty range
(Table 1, result i). The results show that our TROSY-
based approach, with assuming the unique 15N CSA ten-
sor value for all backbone 15N nuclei in a protein, yields
the consistent orientation angles for an aligned protein
with those calculated from the RDCs independent of
the assumed NH bond length.

The quality factors (Q-factors in Table 1) for the
determined alignment tensors were 0.43 ± 0.04 in both
cases using different NH bond lengths (Table 1, results
a and b). These less excellent values come from the con-
sideration of noises, particularly structural noises that
were involved in both the 15N CSA tensor determination
and the subsequent alignment tensor calculation from
the DdTROSY. Without considering the noises in the



Table 1
Alignment tensor magnitudes and orientations in 15N labeled ubiquitin determined from DdTROSY values with various 15N CSA tensors

Results
[ref.]

Dr (ppm)A gB b (�)C Azz (10
�4)D Ayy (10

�4) Axx (10�4) Euler angles (�)E Q-factorF

a b c

a [21] �168.1 ± 4.3 0.19 ± 0.02 17.7 ± 0.5 �9.48 ± 1.89 7.79 ± 1.56 1.69 ± 0.40 82.1 ± 4.9 74.0 ± 2.4 72.9 ± 2.9 0.43 ± 0.04
b [21] �158.5 ± 4.1 0.19 ± 0.02 17.7 ± 0.5 �10.10 ± 1.90 8.30 ± 1.57 1.80 ± 0.41 82.0 ± 4.5 73.9 ± 2.3 72.8 ± 2.8 0.43 ± 0.04
a 0 [21] �166.9 0.19 17.7 �10.66 8.82 1.85 80.9 73.2 73.0 0.29
b 0 [21] �157.5 0.19 17.7 �11.30 9.35 1.96 80.9 73.2 73.0 0.29
a00 [21] �166.9 0.19 17.7 �10.77 8.67 2.10 79.0 75.7 71.3 0.38
b00 [21] �157.5 0.19 17.7 �11.42 9.19 2.23 79.0 75.7 71.3 0.38
c [30] �162.5 0.19 20.0 �10.98 9.03 1.95 81.4 73.3 72.8 0.27
d [29] �174.4 0.15 18.7 �11.70 9.56 2.14 82.2 73.3 72.7 0.27
e [32] �168.8 0.22 24.5 �10.07 8.22 1.84 82.0 73.4 72.5 0.27
f [33] �151.5 0.02 18.6 �10.83 9.03 1.80 80.8 73.6 73.8 0.31
g [31] �164.4 0.06 22.0 �10.53 8.68 1.85 81.8 73.6 73.3 0.29
h �164.3 ± 8.5 0.13 ± 0.09 20.8 ± 2.5 �10.82 ± 0.60 8.90 ± 0.50 1.92 ± 0.14 81.6 ± 0.6 73.4 ± 0.1 73.0 ± 0.5 0.28 ± 0.02
i �13.28 ± 0.27 10.98 ± 0.27 2.29 ± 0.15 82.5 ± 1.3 74.9 ± 1.0 74.9 ± 1.0 0.14 ± 0.01
j �5.98 ± 0.15 5.20 ± 0.14 0.78 ± 0.08 75.8 ± 1.5 74.8 ± 1.2 73.3 ± 1.3 0.55 ± 0.02

The rmsd values for results a, b, and i were evaluated from a 500 step Monte-Carlo simulation, with a rms noise level of 0.34 Hz, which corresponds
to the uncertainty for measuring peak positions in a TROSY spectrum, which uncertainty was estimated from the pairwise rms deviation of the
observed shifts in the two TROSY spectra collected sequentially. The structural noise that assumes a random distribution of each NH bond vector
within a cone with 5� tilt angle [24].
For results a and b, the alignment tensors were calculated using 15N CSA values determined under the same conditions used in the present work [21].
Results for a0 and b0 were estimated from the optimal 15N CSA tensor values without considering the measuring error and structural noise. NH bond
lengths of 1.02 and 1.04 Å were used in results a (a0) and b (b 0), respectively. Results c–g were obtained using various 15N CSA values reported in
literatures [29–33]. Result h reports the average and the deviation for the input 15N CSA values and the resultant alignment tensors listed in results
c–g. Result i shows the alignment tensor determined from the IPAP-HSQC experiments assuming NH bond length of 1.04 Å.
Results a00 and b00 show the alignment tensor parameters determined using the X-ray structure of ubiquitin [22]. Proton positions were added to the
crystal structure using the program MOLMOL [40]. To compare the alignment angles, a, b, and c, with those determined by using the NMR
structure, the X-ray coordinate was rotated to gain the maximal overlay to the NMR structure at the backbone atoms of residues 3–72 with omitting
the flexible terminal residues [27], which residues were used in the alignment tensor analysis.
Result j shows the alignment tensor parameters determined from the values of DdTROSY multiplied by 2, which values are assumed to be approximate
RDCs in this calculation to assess the significance of the RCSA contribution to the DdTROSY.

A Dr = r11 � (r22 + r33)/2. r11, r22, r33 values are the 15N CSA tensor components.
B g = [(rint � rmin)/rmax], where the subscripts maximum (max), minimum (min), and intermediate (int) refer to the absolute magnitudes of r11,

r22, r33.
C The angle b is defined as the angle between the r11 axis and the NH bond in a peptide plane.
D Axx, Ayy, and Azz are the principal components of the alignment tensor. In the diagonalized traceless molecular alignment tensor frame, Eq. (2) is

expressed as
P

i;j¼x;y;zAiið0:5D0
NHcos

2/i þ cos2hijdjjÞ where /i is the angle between the NH bond vector and the Aii principal axis of the alignment
tensor, hij is the angle between the djj principal axis of the traceless CSA tensor and the Aii principal axis of the molecular alignment tensor.

E The Euler angles a, b, and c define the alignment tensor orientation relative to the coordinate frame of the NMR structure of ubiquitin refined
with dipolar couplings [23].

F Quality factors are defined separately for the DdTROSY and RDC-based analyses. For the DdTROSY-based alignment tensor determination,
the quality factor was defined in analogy with that proposed by Cornilescu et al. Q = {

P
(DdTROSY(obs.) � DdTROSY(calc.))

2}1/2/{
P

(DdTRO-

SY(obs.)
2)}1/2 [23]. The quality factor for the RDC-based analysis is defied in the same manner as {

P
(1DNH (obs.) � 1DNH (calc.))2/N}1/2/

{
P

(1DNH (obs.)2/N)}1/2), where 1DNH denotes the RDC and N is the number of data used. In the present evaluation, due to the non-uniform

distribution of the NH bond vector orientation in ubiqituin [41], we used fD2
a½4þ 3ðDr=DaÞ2�=5g1=2 as denominator of the formula with the axial and

rhombic components of the alignment tensor, Da and Dr [42].
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TROSY-based alignment tensor determination, the
quality factors were 0.29 for both NH bond lengths
(Table 1, results a 0 and b 0). It should be noted, the same
TROSY-based analyses using the X-ray structure [22]
gave worse quality factors, 0.38, for both bond lengths
without considering noises (Table 1, results a00 and b00).
This shows that the quality factor is very sensitive to
the subtle difference in the structure used for the tensor
determination; the room mean square deviation of back-
bone N, Ca, C 0, HN atoms between the X-ray and the
dipolar refined NMR structures is 0.35 Å for residues
13–72, which residues were used in the present analyses
with omitting flexible terminal residues [27]. Although
the quality factor became worse, the alignment angles
determined with the X-ray structure were still consistent
with those by the NMR structure within an error range
(Table 1, results a, b, a00, and b00). This shows that the
TROSY-based alignment analysis does not necessary re-
quire the RDC refined structure to obtain the alignment
angles within an intrinsic uncertainty given by the meth-
od, which determines the angles within 5� at most in
considering possible experimental and structure noises.

The quality factors for the tensors from DdTROSY

(Table 1, results a 0 and b 0) are worse than that from
the RDCs (Table 1, result i). This discrepancy may
partly occur from the assumption of the unique 15N



Fig. 2. (A) Plot of the RDC/2 (black bar) and the RCSA (open bar)
values contributing to each DdTROSY along the residue number. (B)
Absolute ratios of the magnitude of the RCSA to that of the RDC/2
for each residue are plotted along the residue number. The ratios for
the residues 16 and 25 were out of the vertical range, shown with
asterisks; they were 12.8 and 107.0 for the residues 16 and 25,
respectively. (C) The RDC values observed in the IPAP experiment
(open diamond) and the values of the alignment-induced TROSY
shifts multiplied by 2, 2DdTROSY, (black diamond) are plotted along
the residue number.
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CSA tensor value to all residues. To access the bias
caused by neglecting local variation in 15N CSA tensor,
we tried the TROSY-based analysis with incorporating
the residue specific 15N CSA tensor values determined
for ubiquitin by 15N spin relaxation analysis [28]. The
relaxation analysis does not give a complete set of 15N
CSA tensor parameters for each residue, but it gives
only anisotropy (Dr) and the angle (b) between the un-
ique principal axis, r11, and the NH bond; the asymme-
try parameter, g, is not available [28]. In the present
assessment, we assumed the unique g for all residues
with using the residue specific Dr and b values from
the 15N relaxation analysis. We systematically varied g
from 0.04 to 0.22 by the step of 0.03 to seek the optimal
g value, but the resultant quality factors were all 0.33 in
this rage of the g variation. Without associating knowl-
edge of g, no significant improvement in the quality fac-
tor was obtained by incorporating the residue specific
15N CSA tensor values.

Major reason to the worse quality factors for the
TROSY-based alignment tensors should come from
the smaller absolute value of DdTROSY than the corre-
sponding RDC. In the TROSY-based alignment, only
a half of the RDC is considered, Eq. (1). The RCSA
shows mostly opposite sign to the RDC, Fig. 2A. There-
fore, the DdTROSY value is overall less than a half of the
RDC. Formulae to define the quality factors are de-
scribed at the bottom of Table 1 for the alignment ten-
sors determined by the RDC- and the TROSY-based
analyses, respectively. According to the formulae, the
reduction by half of the absolute observed values dou-
bles the value of the quality factors, even in the same ex-
tent of the discrepancies between the observed and the
back-calculated values. Therefore, the difference in the
quality factors for the RDC and the DdTROSY derived
alignment tensors is mainly ascribed to the different
absolute magnitudes of the alignment-induced modula-
tion to these two experimental values. In spite of the
worse quality factor for the DdTROSY derived alignment
tensor than that for one from the RDCs, it is worthy of
note that the orientation angles are close to those ob-
tained from the RDC experiments; i.e., the results are
consistent within an uncertainty (Table 1, results a 0, b 0,
and i).

The RDC contribution to the DdTROSY is indeed
greater than that of the RCSA overall, even a half of
the RDC is considered. But this is not always the case.
The unique principal axis of the 15N CSA, r11, is apart
from the NH bond vector by 17.7� (Table 1, results a
and b). Because of their different orientations in peptide
plane, while a NH bond directs in the magic angle
against the magnetic field, resulting in no apparent
RDC observed, the corresponding RCSA shows signifi-
cant values. Therefore, although the overall profiles of
the RDC and the RCSA along the residue look similar,
Fig. 2A, the ratios of their contribution to the DdTROSY
are not constant for the residues. Fig. 2B plots the ratio
of the absolute magnitude of the RCSA to the RDC/2
for each residue. Residues 16 and 25 show extremely
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large values due to the small RDCs; for these residues,
the NH bonds are directing to near the magic angle.
The average ratio for the residues except these two, res-
idues 16 and 25, was 0.70 ± 0.42. As seen in Fig. 2B,
although the RCSA contribution to the DdTROSY is less
than that of the RDC on average, it is not ignored to ob-
tain the accurate molecular alignment angles. To access
the significance of the RCSA contribution to the
DdTROSY, we calculated the alignment tensors with
neglecting the RCSA term in the DdTROSY, Eq. (1);
where the RDC is simply estimated as the value of the
DdTROSY multiplied by 2. The RDC values obtained
from the IPAP experiment and the 2DdTROSY values,
which are the assumed RDCs in neglecting the RCSA
contribution, are plotted along the residues, Fig. 2C.
Overall, the 2DdTROSY values are underestimated in
magnitudes than the real RDC values. The determined
alignment tensor values based on the 2DdTROSY are
listed in Table 1, result j. The obtained alignment angles
were not consistent with those derived from the RDCs
(Table 1, results i and j). The quality factor for the deter-
mined tensor became severely worse than that for the
RDC derived tensor (Table 1, results i and j). From this
assessment, the contribution of the RCSA is significant
to obtain the accurate alignment tensor values. Thus,
the simultaneous incorporation of the RDC and the
RCSA in the alignment tensor determination from the
DdTROSY, Eq. (2), is essential.

To further validate the TROSY-based alignment ten-
sor determination, we explored the effect of varying the
15N CSA tensor values on the resultant alignment ten-
sors. A variety of NMR experiments have reported
rather different 15N CSA values [21,29–33]. The varia-
tions in the reported 15N CSA values may represent its
changes caused by through-bond substituent effects,
conformational effects, and/or effects arising from inter-
action with the surroundings, as suggested by quantum-
chemical calculations [20]. Unless the 15N CSA values
are determined with the same sample used for the
TROSY experiments, the 15N CSA values must be ob-
tained from literatures. Considering that this is often
the case, it is practically important to assess how differ-
ent 15N CSA values affect the resulting alignment ten-
sors in our TROSY-based approach. The values for
15N CSA tensors in literature and the corresponding
calculated alignment tensors with using 1.04 Å NH
bond length are listed in Table 1, results c–g. Comparing
these results shows that the resultant alignment tensor
angles are rather insensitive to the variations in the val-
ues of the 15N CSA tensors. The average tensor values
for the results c–g are listed in Table 1, result h. In par-
ticular, the alignment angles are within an estimated
uncertainty of the result b in Table 1. This comparison
demonstrates that the variation in the literature reported
15N CSA tensor has limited effect on the orientation an-
gles determined by the DdTROSY; although, a somewhat
larger variation in the alignment tensors� magnitudes is
noted. Therefore, in the TROSY-based analysis, any re-
ported 15N CSA value will yield the consistent alignment
angles with those derived from the RDCs.

In comparing the quality factors for results a 0 and b 0

in Table 1 with those listed in the results c–g, it is noted
that our reported 15N CSA values derived from the HR-
MAS experiments [21] did not show the best fitting qual-
ity. This does not mean that the HR-MAS derived 15N
CSA values are less accurately determined. Because
the DdTROSY-based alignment tensor analysis uses un-
ique 15N CSA values for all residues neglecting their
intrinsic local variations, it is reasonable that the best
determined average 15N CSA values over the sampled
residues do not always provide the best fit in the
TROSY-based alignment analysis. As shown in the re-
sults a and b in Table 1, the experimental and structural
noises cause more reduction in the fitting quality but the
alignment angles coincide with those from the RDCs
within an error range (Table 1, result i). The quality of
the determined alignment tensors is much more influ-
enced by the structure noises representing local NH-
bond vibration and the experimental imprecision in
recoding the peak positions than the variation in the in-
put 15N CSA tensor values. It is the point that the rage
of the quality factors exemplified in the Table 1, results
a 0, b 0, and c–g, are all acceptable within an uncertainty
intrinsically imposed by the TROSY-based analysis.
4. Conclusions

In this communication, we provide an alternative ap-
proach to calculate the alignment tensor for a weakly
aligned protein, which approach uses the orientation-
dependent 15N TROSY chemical shift changes,
DdTROSY. We show that the orientation angles obtained
from this TROSY-based analysis are consistent with
those determined using the RDCs within an error range
estimated by considering the experimental and the
structure noises (Table 1, results a, b, and i). Although
our approach requires a pre-determined 15N CSA ten-
sor value, which are intrinsically sensitive to both the
local structure and the local environment of a protein,
we found that any of the 15N CSA tensor values in lit-
erature gave the consistent orientation angles with those
determined by using the experimentally determined 15N
CSA tensor for the same sample (Table 1, results a, b,
and c–g). In our TROSY-based approach, the 15N CSA
values are assumed to be unique for all residues in pro-
tein, but this assumption does not limit the accuracy of
the resultant alignment tensor values. In comparing the
results obtained by using the X-ray structure and the
dipolar refined NMR structure, both gave also the con-
sistent alignment angles, although the significant reduc-
tion in the fitting quality was found in using the X-ray
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structure. Therefore, this TROSY-based alignment ten-
sor analysis is widely applied to the orientation analysis
of structure known proteins without any further struc-
ture refinement and any specific knowledge of the 15N
CSA tensor values to each protein; this approach en-
sures the uncertainties for the alignment angles 5� at
most.

This method overcomes the difficulty in measuring
RDCs from F1-coupled HSQC spectra of large proteins
where the upfield 15N–{1H} doublet component is weak
or absent. A TROSY spectrum has higher resolution
and sensitivity relative to the corresponding HSQC spec-
trum, especially for proteins greater than 100 kDa
[34,35]. The TROSY-based orientation analysis pre-
sented here takes full advantage of the TROSY spectros-
copy�s spectral resolution and sensitivity for extremely
large proteins. Our approach may provide a useful
NMR tool for quantitative analyses of domain or qua-
ternary structure rearrangements for pharmaceutically
interesting proteins that have a molecular weight that
precludes the use of presently available RDC-based
approaches.
5. Experimental

5.1. NMR spectroscopy

Spectra were recorded at 30 �C. This is a condition
for which a bicelle mixture of dimyristoylphosphatidyl-
choline (DMPC) and dihexanoylphosphatidylcholine
(DHPC), doped with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB), was aligned against an external magnetic field
and leads to a 10 Hz residual quadrupolar splitting in
the 2H NMR spectrum of HDO. A Varian INOVA500
spectrometer, operating at a 1H frequency of
499.84 MHz, was used to record the spectra. For the
magic angle experiments to record TROSY spectra
and to determine 15N CSA tensor, we used a Varian
gHX NanoProbe with a 1H-detection coil and with X
tuned for 15N. The sample spinning rate was set to
2.6 kHz so that the torque that aligns the bicelles against
the magnetic field was eliminated [21,26]. The 1H–15N
dipolar couplings were obtained from 1H–15N IPAP-
HSQC spectra[11]. The 1H–15N TROSY spectra
[14,36] were collected in the isotropic and anisotropic
states with and without the application of magic angle
sample spinning, respectively. The sample solution con-
tained 0.5 mM 15N-labeled ubiquitin dissolved in
50 mM sodium phosphate, pH 6.4, 2 mM EDTA, and
7.5% (w/v) DMPC:DHPC:CTAB bicelles. The same
ubiquitin solution was used for all experiments. The
acquisition times for data collection in the t1 and t2
dimensions were 111 and 128 ms, respectively, with
matrices of 200 (t1,

15N) · 1024 (t2,
1H) complex points.

All data were processed using the NMRpipe program
software packages [37]. The final processed data, after
zero-filling, has a digital resolution of 2.0 Hz and
0.88 Hz for the 1H and 15N dimensions, respectively.

Peak positions were determined by fitting ellipsoids
to each of the experimental contours between 60 and
80% of the peak maximum using the program PIPP
[38]. The center of each ellipsoid provides a measure
of the experimental peak position; therefore, the center
values, obtained for all contours in the 60–80% intensity
range of a given peak, were averaged to provide the peak
position.

5.2. Alignment tensor calculations

The values for the alignment tensors obtained from
the alignment-induced TROSY chemical shift changes,
DdTROSY, and the values for the error evaluations were
calculated using a C-program, which included published
subroutines [39] and written in-house. Alignment ten-
sors were calculated using the experimental data and
ubiquitin reference structures; the dipolar-refined
NMR structure [23] and the X-ray structure [22]. In
using the X-ray structure, protons were added using
the program MOLMOL [40]. The effect of experimental
uncertainties on the TROSY chemical shifts was evalu-
ated using iterative singular value decomposition (SVD)
calculations [18] for each dataset. The datasets were
generated by adding Gaussian noise to the experimental
values. Gaussian noise was assumed to be distributed
with a relative probability of exp(�x2/2r2), where x is
the experimental value and r is the rms noise estimated
from the pairwise rms deviation between successive
measurements of the TROSY chemical shifts. Structural
noise was simulated by reorienting the NH bond vectors
in a random manner [24]. The deviations between the
original and the reoriented vectors are described as a
cone having a 5� tilt angle from the original orientation.
For the structural noise simulation, the tilt angles be-
tween the original and reoriented NH vectors were as-
sumed to be in a Gaussian distribution, exp(�a2/2h2),
where a is the tilt angle and h is the assumed standard
deviation for a tilt angle of 5�. The transverse rotation
angle of the reoriented vector was distributed equally
within the cone. If the rmsd between the experimental
data and the simulated values was less than 2.55 Hz,
the values obtained by simulation were retained. The
threshold value of 2.55 Hz gave 68% acceptance rate
for the simulated values, thus it represents one standard
deviation of the mean.
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